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Are you investigating pension locales, looking to explore a fresh culture, or researching home
based business opportunities? This publication is packed with practical and useful details as
you start the next stage of life, with solid documentation on managing investments, real estate,
the cost of living, medical care, and protection, whether you are relocating, traveling, or buying
Costa Rica. And as you tour or get settled, this resource presents tips on where to dine in
addition to assistance in exploring the beautiful coastal areas and activities special to Costa
Rica. Six maps assist you to situate yourself.
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Five Stars Excellent info, up-to-date and very thorough. Well crafted and entertaining. For future
Expats Recommend for anyone thinking about moving to Costa Rica. Although I will finish
reading your publication.. Very helpful. John does a great work of demistfying and clarifying the
vaired aspects of the Ex Pat lifestyle in Costa Rica.... John does a great job of demistfying and
clarifying the vaired areas of . Good read It's a good go through and quite informative. Very
helpful must go through if your thinking about moving to Costa Rica Loved it Costa Rica here
We come Great continue reading retirement in this area of the world. Gives you a heads up
before you arrive all alone.. The Buddha lived long before Jesus.!! One of the better books about
living/moving to CR I've read Among the better books about living/moving to CR I've go
through.... You lost credence by the end of Chapter 6 with me! To state THE BUDDHA was in an
interview and so forth....... Some stuff is usually dated already but all in all an excellent book filled
with much information..!.. You Are Slow on the Uptake!. Perchance you intended HH The Dalai
Lama but to state The Buddha do this or stated that really threw me into questioning to bother
to complete reading your book. I have read through it twice each time finding a lot more helpful
insights Four Stars Clear or more to date information about all aspects of surviving in Costa
Rica. Tells me you did not research very well your book.! Most typical people know better!!!!.
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